
 
 

 

Stewart Title Short Sale Processing Overview 

 
1) Provide the Stewart Title Short Sale Homeowner package to your seller at the listing 

appointment.  Direct them to complete the package and assemble the required 

documentation as completely as possible.  If you know your seller’s lender in advance, you 

can contact Stewart Title before your listing appointment to collect lender specific 

applications and documents. 

 

2) Send a short sale listing package (detailed below) to mishortsales@stewart.com and use the 

subject “New Order.”  Within 24 hours you will receive confirmation of your order and the 

contact information for your assigned short sale coordinator. 

 

 Please email the following documentation: 

� Listing Agreement / Exclusive Right to Sell Contract 

� MLS Listing Printout 

� Stewart Title Agent package 

� Information that will affect the value of the property and/or the short sale process. 

 

If you have an offer please include: 

� Completely executed purchase agreement 

� Buyer’s Preapproval letter or proof of funds dated within 30 days 

 

3) Submit the complete seller financial package to mishortsales@stewart.com.  The short sale 

will not be initiated with the lender until a COMPLETE package is received.   

 

4) Confirmation will be provided when the package is submitted to the lender.  Regular updates 

will be scheduled and detailed status will be provided to parties as directed by the 

seller/agent. 

 

5) With Equator files the Stewart coordinator will process initiation, agent tasks, counter offer, 

closing and funding tasks.  Equator messages will continue to be directed to the listing agent 

and should be forwarded to the Stewart coordinator. 

 

6) Sellers should be instructed to submit current pay stubs and bank statements every month to 

their Stewart coordinator.  Sellers should also be instructed to notify all parties of 

foreclosure, changes to hardship, and/or the decision to pursue bankruptcy. 



7) Document requests will be emailed to the seller/agent as directed by the lender.  Specific 

turn times will be provided.  The maximum time to comply with any document request 

is 48 hours. 

 

8) Counter offer details will be emailed to the seller/agent with specific document 

requirements. A response is required within 48 hours unless otherwise specified.  

 

9)  Once approval is received a copy will be provided to all parties as directed by the 

seller/agent.  A detailed breakdown of acceptable fees, document requirements and the 

deficiency determination will be provided. 

 

10) The Stewart coordinator will transfer the file to the escrow department to prepare the file for 

closing.  All parties should work diligently to be ready for closing before the short sale 

approval letter expires.  Extensions can further delay closing and may alter the requirements 

of the initial approval. 

 

11) The assigned coordinator will work with the escrow department to obtain short sale HUD 

approval and comply with the lender’s funding requirements.  Please contact the assigned 

Escrow processor to schedule closing and for the closing package. 

 

Tips for Making the Short Sale Process Smoother 
 

� The 4 requirements for documents:  Legible, Executed, Current and Complete! 

 

� Prepare the seller for their involvement in the short sale process.  Explain that the regular 

submission of updated documents and complete information will keep the file moving. 

 

� Instruct your seller to keep you and Stewart Title informed of changes in hardship, 

foreclosure notices and/or the decision to file for bankruptcy. 

 

� Comply with document requests and counter offer responses in a timely manner. 

 

� Set realistic expectations for the seller and the buyer.  Short Sales take time and patience. 

 

Contact us with questions 
 

mishortsales@stewart.com 
 

 Jennifer Zoldock     Nicole Wing 

 17177 Laurel Park Drive, Suite 107  2395 Jolly Road, Suite 165 

 Livonia, MI  48150    Okemos, MI  48076 

 Phone: (734) 469-9453    Phone: (517) 318-1344 

 Fax: (248) 368-9949    Fax: (517) 853-5983 

 Email:  jzoldock@stewart.com  Email: nwing@stewart.com 


